In recent years, there has been increased interest in real-world event detection using publicly accessible data made available through Internet technology such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. In these highly interactive systems, the general public are able to post real-time reactions to "real world" events, thereby acting as social sensors of terrestrial activity. Automatically detecting and categorizing events, particularly small-scale incidents, using streamed data is a non-trivial task but would be of high value to public safety organisations such as local police, who need to respond accordingly. To address this challenge, we present an end-to-end integrated event detection framework that comprises five main components: data collection, pre-processing, classification, online clustering, and summarization. The integration between classification and clustering enables events to be detected, as well as related smaller-scale "disruptive events," smaller incidents that threaten social safety and security or could disrupt social order. We present an evaluation of the effectiveness of detecting events using a variety of features derived from Twitter posts, namely temporal, spatial, and textual content. We evaluate our framework on a large-scale, real-world dataset from Twitter. Furthermore, we apply our event detection system to a large corpus of tweets posted during the August 2011 riots in England. We use ground-truth data based on intelligence gathered by the London Metropolitan Police Service, which provides a record of actual terrestrial events and incidents during the riots, and show that our system can perform as well as terrestrial sources, and even better in some cases.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of Internet-enabled communication technology in the form of social networking services (often collectively referred to as social media) and associated smartphone apps has enabled billions of global citizens to broadcast news and "on-theground" information during "real-world" events as they unfold. Twitter, for example, has been studied as an emerging news reporting platform [Phuvipadawat and Murata 2010; Weng and Lee 2011; Osborne et al. 2013] and has been widely used to disseminate information about the Arab Spring [Starbird and Palen 2012; and other disaster-related incidents [Imran et al. 2015; Shamma. et al. 2010; Thelwall et al. 2011; Williams and Burnap 2015] . The interaction between people, events, and Internet-enabled technology presents both an opportunity and a challenge to social computing scholars, public sector organisations (e.g., governments and policing agencies), and the private sector, all of whom aim to understand how events are reported using social media and how millions of online posts can be reduced to accurate but meaningful information that can support decision making and lead to productive action.
Research in recent years has uncovered the increasingly important role of utilising data from social networking sites in disaster situations and shown that information broadcast via social media can enhance situational awareness during a crisis situation [Vieweg et al. 2010; . In particular, members of the public, formal response agencies, and local, national, and international aid organizations are all aware of the ability to use social media to gather and disperse timely information in the aftermath of disaster Chowdhury et al. 2013; Iyengar et al. 2011] . However, many existing approaches to event detection are limited to global or large-scale event detection (e.g., natural disasters and terror attacks), while detecting small-scale incidents such as fires, car accidents, and public order events remains an ongoing research topic due to several key challenges.
One challenge is that online posts are often constrained in length (referred to as microblogs), which means that only a small amount of text is available to be analysed to gain insights. Within the text, there are other challenges, such as frequent use of informal, irregular, and abbreviated words; a large number of spelling and grammatical errors; and the use of improper sentence structure and mixed languages [Becker et al. 2011a; Farzindar and Wael 2015; Imran et al. 2015] . Some languages are more challenging than others, for example, Arabic users use dialects heavily as well as a mixture of Latin and Arabic characters (Arabizi) . These dialects may differ in vocabulary, morphology, and spelling from the standard Arabic, and most do not have standard spellings. Additionally, social networking services' popularity have attracted spammers and other content polluters to spread advertisements, pornography, viruses, phishing, and other malicious material that cloud the information analysis [Farzindar and Wael 2015; .
Despite these challenges, it has been noted that detecting small-scale events is essential to improving situational awareness of both citizens and decision makers [Schulz et al. 2015; Walther and Kaisser 2013; Li et al. 2012] and thus remains a well-motivated research topic for the social computing community. In this article, we propose a novel approach to event detection that aims to overcome many of the challenges to provide a system to detect large-scale events and related small-scale events. The approach is based on the integration of supervised machine-learning algorithms to detect larger scale events and unsupervised approaches to cluster, disambiguate, and summarize smaller sub-events, with a goal of improving situational awareness in emergency situations through automatic methods. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
-Using temporal, spatial, and textual features, our approach is able to detect smallscale events in a given place and time better than existing algorithms, to which we compare our performance results; -While other related work focuses on large or small scale events, our approach can identify large and related small scale events. Thus, our approach retains the context of smaller events (e.g., distinguishing between public disorder related to an event, and general disorder); -Much of the related event detection work is dependent on utilising event-specific terms and phrases, but we propose a novel approach to summarizing microblog posts corresponding to events without the need for prior knowledge of the entire data set, that is, in real time and not post event. Our approach is based on modifying a term frequency algorithm to include a dynamic temporal aspect;
-We demonstrate that our proposed approach can identify the relationship between content posted via social media and "real-world" events by using time-stamped social media data and actual crime reports to accurately flag events prior to their known reporting time throughout a study period, using human annotated Twitter data as an example data source. -We present a case study of our approach by evaluating it against other leading approaches using Twitter posts from the UK riots in 2011 and a publicly accessible account of actual reported intelligence obtained and reports received by the Metropolitan Police Service during this event. Smaller scale events include localized looting, violence, and criminal damage. Results show that our system can perform as well as terrestrial sources at detecting events related to the riots; in some cases, we detect the event before intelligence reports were recorded.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. Sections 3 and 4 define the problem of event detection using data from social networking services and discuss the technical architecture and algorithms developed as part of our proposed system. In Section 5 we present and analyze several features, namely temporal, spatial, and textual features. Section 6 presents our experiments and discusses the results. In Section 7, we conclude and highlight some directions for future research.
RELATED WORK
The general topic of detecting real-world events from social media has received considerable research interest. Research efforts have focused on real-time event detection and tracking, social media analysis, micro-blog summarization, and information visualisation. We describe relevant related work in three areas: large-scale (global) event detection, small-scale (local) event detection, and systems used to extract crisis relevant information from social media.
For large-scale events, Petrović et al. [2010] presented an approach to detect breaking stories from a stream of tweets using locality-sensitive hashing (LSH). Becker et al. [2011a] proposed an online clustering framework to identify different types of realworld events. Then, they use different machine-learning models to predict whether a pair of documents belong to real-world events or not. These approaches are limited to widely discussed events and fail to report rare and potentially disruptive small-scale incidents.
Large-scale event detection has also been explored through clustering of discrete wavelet signals built from individual words generated by Twitter [Weng and Lee 2011] . Auto-correlation then filters away the trivial words (noise) and cross correlation groups together words that relate to an event by modularity-based graph partitioning. Similarly, Cordeiro [2012] proposed a continuous wavelet transformation based on hashtag occurrences combined with a topic model inference using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003 ]. In fact, LDA and its variants are widely used statistical modelling approach implemented in event detection tasks [Vavliakis et al. 2013; Pan and Mitra 2011; Cordeiro 2012; . However, these methods have the main drawback of requiring a priori specification of the number of total topics, which leads to problems when the total number of events exceeds this number.
Other approaches have focused on structural networks and graph models to discover events in social media feeds. Benson et al. [2011] presented a structured graphical model that simultaneously analyzes individual messages, clusters them according to event and induces a canonical value for each event property. Using a different graph analytical approach, Sayyadi and Raschid [2013] used a KeyGraph algorithm [Ohsawa et al. 1998 ] to convert text data into a term graph based on co-occurrence relations between terms. Then they employed a community detection approach to partition the graph. Eventually, each community is regarded as a topic, and terms within the community are considered as the topic's features. Moreover, Schinas et al. [2012] used the Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (SCAN) for detecting "communities" of documents. These candidate social events were further processed by splitting the events that exceeded a predefined time range into shorter events. Then they used a classification approach based on median geolocations and accumulated TF-IDF vectors for each cluster to separate relevant and irrelevant candidate events. Nevertheless, these graph partitioning algorithms are not ideal for social media event detection problems because of their complexity [Agarwal et al. 2012] and limitation that they do not capture the highly skewed event distribution of social media event data due to their bias towards balanced partitioning [Karypis et al. 1997] . In addition, the multiple events and sub-events discovery becomes computationally expensive using graph partitioning algorithms due to velocity and scale of updates in a highly dynamic real-time situation [Agarwal et al. 2012] .
Various methods have been proposed to identify small-scale events from social media streams such as fire incidents, traffic jams, and so on. Walther and Kaisser [2013] developed spatiotemporal clustering methods where they monitor specific locations of high tweeting activity and cluster tweets that are geographically and temporally close to each other. A machine-learning module is then used to evaluate whether a cluster of tweets refer to an event based on 41 features including the tweet content. Another clustering approach is presented in Schulz et al. [2015] , with a small-scale incident detection pipeline based on the clustering of incident-related micro-posts using three properties that define an incident: (1) incident type, (2) location, and (3) time period. Various techniques are adopted to increase the quality of their clustering approach: (a) the incident type determination using supervised machine learning (Semantic Abstraction), (b) geotagging of tweets based on tweets geolocalization, and (c) the extraction of time period of the incident. Yet, both methods are very specific without giving aspects of the general context, and it is critical that the system can provide insight into ongoing sub-events arising amid the protest to better inform how to react accordingly and to improve both event reasoning and system performance. That could explain the low recall/precision of the Schulz et al. [2015] and Walther and Kaisser [2013] approaches when validated using real-world official reports, 32.14% and 4.75%, respectively.
Another event detection system, Twitcident [Abel et al. 2012] , presents a Webbased application for searching, filtering, and aggregating information about known events reported by emergency broadcasting services in the Netherlands. In addition, Watanabe et al. [2011] proposed a system called Jasmine for detecting local events in the real-world using geolocation information from microblog documents. They obtain the name list of locations from geotagged tweets and add positional information to tweets by matching the location name. A similar work is Boettcher and Lee [2012] , which introduces a statistical method for detecting local events using a temporal and spatial analysis by considering 7-day historic data. The main contribution of EventRadar is that it detects local events without keeping a list of locations by finding clusters of Tweets that contain the same subset of words. Another related system is proposed by Li et al. [2012] to detect crime-and disaster-related events (CDE) from tweets. They use spatial and temporal information of tweets to detect new events with a number of text-mining techniques to extract the meta information (e.g., geo-location names, temporal phrase, and keywords) for event interpretation. Most of these smallscale event detection approaches are novel and automatic; however, the performance and detection reliability of these systems are highly dependent on the incident type so they are limited to certain specific types of event content that they can handle.
Regarding the use of social media data during disasters, researchers have proposed several visual analytics approaches aiming at real-time microblog analysis that often facilitate interactive means for exploration and anomaly indication. TwitterMonitor [Mathioudakis and Koudas 2010] performs trend detection in two steps and analyzes trends in a third step. During the first phase, it identifies bursty keywords that are then grouped based on their co-occurrences. Once a trend is identified, additional information from the tweets is extracted to analyze and describe the trend. Artificial Intelligence for Disaster Response (AIDR) ] is a platform for filtering and classifying messages posted to social media during humanitarian crises in real time. AIDR uses human-assigned labels (crowdsourcing messages) and pre-existing classification techniques to classify Twitter messages into a set of user-defined situational awareness categories in real time. Vieweg et al. [2010] analyze the Twitter logs for a pair of concurrent emergency events: the Oklahoma Grassfires (April 2009) and the Red River Floods (March and April 2009). Their automated framework is based on the relative frequency of geo-location and location-referencing information from users' posts.
In a related work, Olteanu et al. [2014] created a lexicon of crisis-related terms (380 single-word terms) that frequently appear in relevant messages posted during six crisis events. Then they demonstrated how we use the lexicon to automatically identify new terms by employing pseudo-relevance feedback mechanisms to extract crisis-related messages during emergency events. enable filtering, searching, and analyzing of Twitter during another natural disaster (the 2013 Typhoon Yolanda). They used supervised classification algorithm to automatically classify tweets into three categories: Informative, Not informative, and Not related to this crisis. Then they employed topic modelling using the LDA [Blei et al. 2003 ] model to further classify the informative tweets into 10 clusters according to the Humanitarian Clusters Framework. Similarly, Twitinfo [Marcus et al. 2011 ] automatically detects and labels unusual bursts in real-time Twitter streams. However, they used different approach as TwitInfo adapts signal processing and streaming techniques to extract peaks and label them meaningfully using text from the tweets.
In research that is mostly analytical, Shamma. et al. [2010] presented Tweetgeist for identifying structure and semantics in Twitter about media events and providing that information back to the microbloggers to enhance their experience. Most recently, Thapen et al. [2015] built a situational awareness system that uses frequency statistics and cosine similarity based measures to produce terms characterising localized events (the detection of illness outbreak) and then retrieve relevant news and representative tweets. However, most of the current disaster identification approaches are limited to detect certain events such as earthquake, tornado, and so on, and cannot be generalized to detect other disaster-related events. Another presumption of these approaches is that users have to know the event in advance to represent keyword queries to be detected.
It is worth reporting some studies that have been proposed to identify event phases and the temporal boundaries of mass disruption events. For instance, Chowdhury et al. [2013] introduced a system called Tweet4act to automatically determine different phases of an event by extracting content features from each message. They applied the popular k-means clustering algorithm to classify messages for three crisis events (the Joplin Tornado in the US, the Nesat Typhoon in the Phillipines, and the Haiti Earthquake in Haiti). Similarly, but with a broader perspective of events, Iyengar et al. [2011] described an approach to automatically determine when an anticipated event started and ended by analyzing the content of tweets using a support vector machines (SVM) classifier and hidden Markov model with various textual features such as bag of words, part-of-speech tags, and so on. Both studies aim to automatically classify tweets into three phases of an event: before, during, and after. Additionally, Yin et al. [2015] investigated several approaches that have been shown useful when analyzing Twitter messages generated during humanitarian crises even to local levels.
They evaluate these key relevant methods for burst detection, tweet filtering and classification, online clustering, and geotagging.
Several recent efforts proposed techniques for automatic microblog event summarization from social media. The centroid-based method is one of the most popular extractive summarization methods, such as MEAD by Radev et al. [2001] and that by Becker et al. [2011b] , who presented and evaluated three centrality-based approaches to select the high-quality messages from clusters. Another approach is the graph-based LexRank, which was introduced by Erkan and Radev [2004] . The TextRank algorithm [Mihalcea and Tarau 2004] is another graph-based approach that implements two unsupervised approaches for keyword and sentence extraction in order to find the most highly ranked sentences in a document using the PageRank algorithm [Brin and Page 1998 ]. Recently, Xu et al. [2013] extended the PageRank ranking algorithm and investigate a graph-based approach that leverages named entities, event phrases, and their connections across tweets to create summaries of variable length for different topics. Moreover, Olariu [2014] proposed a graph-based abstractive summarization scheme where bigrams extracted from the tweets are considered as the graph nodes.
Feature-based approaches are statistical and linguistic features that have been extensively investigated; for example, Sharifi et al. [2010] proposed a phrase reinforcement algorithm to summarize the Twitter topic in one sentence. Nichols et al. [2012] extended this idea and generated journalistic summary for events in World Cup games. More fine-grained summarization was proposed by considering sub-events detection and combining the summaries extracted from each sub-topic (tweet selection, tweet ranking) [Shen et al. 2013; Zubiaga et al. 2012; Yajuan et al. 2012] . Other researchers have proposed various models including the use of Non-negative Matrix Factorization [Yang et al. 2012 ], a structured retrieval approach [Metzler et al. 2012] , Structured Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [Lu et al. 2009] , and many more [Chua and Asur 2013] . However, some of these algorithms can only be applied to periodic events such as sports events and not on longer-term events or aperiodic events and others do not perform particularly well on large real-world multilingual corpora.
Previously, we have focused on online real-world events identification for largescale events such as sport events [Alsaedi et al. 2014] . In , we presented an approach to detect stories from a stream of Arabic tweets with the main focus on motivation and challenges of identifying events in Arabic language. In , we described an improved model for feature selection based on the popular Mitra et al. [2002] algorithm and made it suitable for microblog data such as Twitter. In this article, we further explored features that could be useful to enhance situational awareness. We validate the effectiveness of our framework using a large noisy dataset of over 40 million Twitter messages. We also show that our framework yields better performance than many leading approaches in the real-time event detection.
In summary, although many approaches exist for the event detection task, they are generally either used for large-scale events and cannot capture important small-scale events or are very specific and are limited to detect certain events only-thus missing the context of larger events. In contrast to the above approaches, our system automatically identifies as many real-world events in a given region as possible. Then, using an online clustering algorithm with a sliding window timeframe, it can be utilised to detect large and small-scale events from social media streams-with particular attention to filtering from large to small-scale events. Employing supervised classification of each tweet before clustering (large-scale event detection) reduces the computational overhead at the clustering stage as the number of tweets is significantly reduced (containing only event-related tweets). Thus clustering (small-scale event detection), feature selection, and summarization are much faster and suitable for real-time analysis. The presented case study of our approach by evaluating it against other leading approaches using Twitter posts from the UK riots in 2011 itself can be considered a contribution.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
"Events," as captured via social media, are real-world happenings that are reflected by change in the volume of text data that discusses the associated topic at a specific time [Dong et al. 2015] . Hence, an event can be characterized by one or more of the following attributes: Topic, Time, People, and Location [Imran et al. 2015] . A "disruptive event" in the context of social media can be defined as follows.
Definition. A disruptive event is an event that interferes with (disrupts) the achieving of the objective of an event or interrupts ordinary event routine. It may occur over the course of one or several days, causing disorder and destabilizing security and may results in a displacement or discontinuity.
Different events have different context-specific features but are generally conveyed on social media using verbs (actions), nouns (names, places, topics), adjectives (descriptive), and prepositional phrases (proximity and location descriptive). Our aim is to represent the data extracted from social media as a timeline of events (clusters), where each cluster contains sufficient data to discriminate between events and summarize them as actionable information for use by public safety officials and policy makers.
We assume the task of event detection includes summarizing one or more of the following scenarios: (a) different events occurring in the same location for a time period, where we assume each event can be characterized using different textual features; (b) similar multiple events in different locations, where we assume the most appropriate features will be temporal and the spatial features; and (c) similar events in the same location at almost the same time, and in this case we assume they are the same event and will group them together, where new documents are updates of earlier ones.
One of the main empirical foci of this work is an exploration of the most effective features within social media data for event detection. 
METHODS AND SYSTEM DESIGN
Social media generally produces a large number of posts per hour with a wide variety of topics, rendering human monitoring impractical. Our proposed framework is based on collecting data over time windows for a given location that supports the automatic detection and summarization of events from social media. In this section, we describe each step in more detail.
Data Collection
We collect user-generated updates directly from social media using streaming Application Programming Interface (API), as it allows subscription to a continuous live stream of data. Our goal is to detect events in a given location without prior knowledge of these events. The most open and widely used social media is Twitter. Facebook and Google+ are much more closed by design to their users. Terrestrial events always occur in space and thus we collect tweets based on a set of keywords that describe a region (e.g., Iraq, Syria, Egypt) using different languages. We also collect tweets from users who selectively add the required region as their location in their profile metadata or turn on GPS on the smartphones. Finally, we make use of geographic Hashtags (e.g., #Ramadi, #Aleppo, #Cairo, #Dubai). Data are stored using a MongoDB database that is suitable for storing short texts and supports different indices with a standardised querying interface [Alsaedi et al. 2014 ].
Pre-Processing
We perform basic text processing techniques to optimise the text for use as features. This included stop-word elimination and stemming (Khoja stemmer [Diab et al. 2004]) for Arabic text and a Porter stemmer [Porter 1997 ] for English and other Latin documents. Also, posts that were fewer than three words long were removed, as were messages where over half the total words were the same word, since these posts were less likely to have useful information.
Classification
This step aims to distinguish events from noise or irrelevant posts. The classification step identifies large-scale events and subsequently reduces the number of posts to be processed in the following steps (small-scale event identification and summarization), because these steps will process only event-related tweets. Words from each status are considered as features, and a Naive Bayes classifier [Lewis 1998 ] was chosen for the classification task over a number of leading methods, such as SVMs [Joachims 1998 ] and Logistic Regression [Friedman et al. 1998 ] following empirical baseline testing where Naive Bayes outperformed other algorithms when detecting large-scale events (see Section 6.2.1). Naive Bayes is relatively fast to compute and easy to construct, with no need for any complex iterative parameter estimation schemes. Unlike SVMs or Logistic Regression, the Naive Bayes classifier treats each feature independently. Naive Bayes also tends to overfit less than Logistic Regression [Petrović et al. 2010] .
To train and test the classifier, we use human annotators to manually label 5,000 randomly selected tweets into two classes, "Event" and "Non-Event," which were collected at five different hours of the first and second weeks of October 2015 (first dataset, Section 6.1.1). These five hours were sampled uniformly at random from five bins partitioned according to the volume of messages per hour over these two weeks. To ease the annotation process, examples were shown to the annotators along with their respective classes. The details of the collection and annotation process are expanded in Section 6.2. Training data (tweets) where transformed into feature vectors (see Section 5) and their corresponding category (event or non-event) were provided to the classifier, constituting the training set. From the training data the likelihood of each post belonging to either class was derived on the basis of feature occurrence in the training data. When a new example is presented, the class likelihood for the unseen data is predicted on the basis of the training instances.
Online-Clustering
The classification step separates event-related documents from non-event posts (such as chats, personal updates, spam, incomprehensible messages). Consequently, nonevent posts are filtered. To identify the topic of an event, including determining potentially disruptive events, we define a temporal, spatial, and textual set of features, which are detailed in the next section. We then apply an online clustering algorithm, which is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Using a set of features (F 1 , . . . , F k ) for each document (D 1 , . . . , D n ), we compute the cosine similarity measure between the document and each cluster (C 1 , . . . , C k ) , where the similarity function is computed against each cluster c j in turn for j = 1, . . . , m and m is the number of clusters (initially m = 0). We use the average weight of each term across all documents in the cluster to calculate the centroid similarity function E(D i , c j ) of a cluster. The threshold parameters are determined empirically in the training phase (as was shown in Section 6.2.2). The decision to use an online clustering algorithm was taken for three main reasons: (i) it supports high-dimensional data as it effectively handles the large volume of social media data produced around events; (ii) many clustering algorithms such as k f -means require previous knowledge of the number of clusters. Because we do not know the number of events a priori, online clustering is suitable in that it does not require such input; (iii) partitioning algorithms are ineffective in this case because of the high and constant sheer scale of the user contributed messages (as discussed in Section 2).
Summarization
After clustering the documents, the next natural step is to automatically summarize and represent the topics being discussed within the clusters. Each cluster may contain hundreds of posts, images, or videos, and the task of finding the most representative update or extracting top terms (topics) is crucial to making the output useful and interpretable for policy and decision makers.
Our approach is inspired by the fact that users tend to use similar words when describing a particular event, as well as observations obtained from Reed et al. [2006] :
(1) High-frequency words like stop-words occur in approximately the same percentage of documents no matter whether the document set is small or large and, similarly, low-frequency words like "murder" occur very rarely across small and large datasets. (2) The document frequency distribution of one corpus can be used to approximate another.
We propose a novel temporal Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) that generates a summary of top terms without the need of prior knowledge of the entire dataset, unlike the existing TF-IDF approach [Salton and Buckley 1988] and its variants. Temporal TF-IDF is based on the assumption that words that occur more frequently across documents over a particular interval (timeframe) have a higher probability of being selected for human created multi-document summaries than words that occur less frequently [Vanderwende et al. 2007] .
Typically, the TF-IDF approach requires knowing the frequency of a term in a document (TF) as well as the number of documents in which a term occurred at least once (DF). The need for a priori knowledge of the entire data set introduces a significant challenge of using this approach where continuous data streams must be summarized in real time as an event unfolds. In addition, the adopted scheme must be flexible to update frequently (every minute, 10 mins, hourly, 3h depending on the time-frame size). Hence, the iterative calculation of term weights should be taken into consideration.
To overcome these limitations, we introduce the temporal TF-IDF where we consider a set of posts in a cluster to be represented as a document. The total number of clusters equals the total number of documents that is a subset of the entire dataset or corpus. This reduces the overall computational complexity and overcomes the limitations of the TF-IDF-based approaches in which the document set to be clustered must be known in advance. After the first cluster timeframe, we use clusters from the previous timeframe with the documents in the recent one to add more relevance and usefulness to our results such as emerging keyword. Consequently, we use the document frequency distribution of two timeframes instead of one, taking into account the changing event dynamic and narrative. We define the TF-IDF weighting scheme of a new document d for a collection C (from two clusters) as
where f ji is the term frequency of word in document d i , N j is document frequency of word in a collection, and N is the total number of documents in the collection. In order to avoid the bias caused by different document lengths, the length of each document vector is normalized so it is of unit length norm(d i ). This summarizer selects the most weighted post as summary as determined by the Temporal TF-IDF weighting.
FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is a fundamental problem in mining large data sets. The problem is not limited to the total processing time but involves dimensionality reduction to achieve better generalization. In , we analysed in-depth three types of features, namely temporal, spatial, and textual features. We used an improved version of the unsupervised feature selection proposed by Mitra et al. [2002] to optimize the textual features. In this article, we use the standard metric of Normalized Discounted We retain the most frequently occurring terms in a cluster in hourly time frames and compare the number of posts published during an hour that contain term t to the total number of posts during that hour. The 1h time window leads to the best performance, as it requires much less computational time producing the second best accuracy compared to the other settings as shown in .
Spatial features
We use three statistical location approaches to extract geographic content from clusters:
(1) The source latitude and longitude coordinates are extracted (if provided by the user). (2) The use of shared media (photos and videos) GPS coordination of the capture device. (3) OpenNLP (http://opennlp.sourceforge.net) and Named-Entity Recognition (NER) are used for geotagging the tweet content to identify places, street names, landmarks, and so on.
Textual features
Near-Duplicate measure: The average content similarity over all pairs of messages posted in a (1h time slot) cluster. If the two posts have a very high similarity (the cosine similarity is above 0.9), then we assume that one of them is a near duplicate of the other. Share ratio: We calculate this attribute by normalizing the number of times a post (photo or video) appears in a timeframe to the total number of messages in that timeframe.
Mention ratio: Number of mentions (@) relative to the number of posts in the cluster.
Hashtag ratio: Number of hashtags (#) relative to the number of posts in the cluster.
Url ratio: Number of posts that contain links relative to the number of posts in the cluster.
Text sentiment: For each post, we use the SentiStrength [Thelwall et al. 2011] algorithm to compute a positive, neutral, or negative sentiment score. Then we compute the average cluster-level sentiment in order to study the effect of average positive or negative sentiment with respect to events. Dictionary-based feature: This bag-of-words model uses a dictionary of trigger words to detect and characterize events; these are manually labelled by experts and decision makers. We use a subset of verbs, nouns, and adjectives from (events and actions) category from WordNet (http://globalwordnet.org) to create a dictionary model. We have created nine lexicons regarding events from the clustering scheme, one for each popular topic, including weather, communication, energy, transportation, health, crime, terrorism, politics, and others. The total number of terms is 1,538. Table II shows our lexicons with topics and examples in each category.
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [Croft et al. 2009 ] for the feature selection task. Table I gives a brief description of these features.
EVALUATION
We evaluate our identification framework using two real-world datasets through a set of carefully designed experiments. This section details the datasets used and our approach to evaluating the proposed system. We analyse three sets of features associated with tweets that define an event (temporal, spatial, and textual features) to determine the best feature combinations.
Experimental Settings
6.1.1. Datasets. We use two real-world datasets.
Middle East 2015
Our first dataset consists of 40 million tweets and was collected from October 1, 2015, until November 30, 2015, using Twitter's Streaming API. This is a general collection of tweets used to show that our event detection system is useful for extracting information from sociallygenerated content on a broad range of topics. Our aim is to monitor and analyze events and disruptive events in a particular region and we used the middle east as our location, collecting tweets from users who chose one of the middle east countries as their location. Nearly 425,000 unique hashtags appear in the 40 million tweet corpus from roughly 18,000,000 distinct user accounts.
England Riots 2011
Our second dataset consists of 1.6 million tweets and was generated during the 2011 riots in England, which began as an isolated incident in Tottenham on August 6 but quickly spread across London and to other cities in England and gave rise to levels of looting, destruction of property, and violence not seen in England for more than 30 years [MPS 2012 ]. This event was selected because of a publicly available record of intelligence and incidents reported during this period that provides us with a gold standard evaluation dataset. Data were purchased from Twitter reseller Gnip from August 6 to August 12, 2011, using the following quer: #lon-donriots OR #tottenham OR #enfield OR #birminghamriots OR #UKRiots OR #Croy-don OR #hackney OR #tottenhamriots OR #tottenhamshooting OR #Londonriots OR #riotcleanup OR #rioting OR #manchesterriots OR #liverpoolriots OR #bullring OR #enfieldriots OR #croydonriots OR #Londonsburning OR #prayforlondon. We usually select the most popular hashtags that attract the users' attention. This is reflected as peaks in the use of these hashtags of tweeting rates. In the process of selecting these hashtags, the system only considers sudden increases with respect to the recent tweeting activity using these hashtags. 6.1.2. Evaluation Matrix. We used standard classification metrics; precision, recall, and F-measure to measure the effectiveness of our framework. We have also implemented two well-known information retrieval metrics, namely, Precision@K and NDCG [Croft et al. 2009] , to evaluate the overall performance of the event detection task. Precision@K reports the fraction of correctly identified events out of the top-k selected clusters, averaged over all hours, whereas the NDCG metric ranks the top events relative to their ideal ranking as well as NDCG supports graded judgments and rewards relevant documents in the top ranked list.
Framework Evaluation
6.2.1. Classification. The aim of the first experiment is to elect the best classifier from leading machine-learning algorithms for the purpose of identifying event and nonevent tweets. The classification algorithms used in the experiment were Naive Bayes [Lewis 1998 ], a statistical classifier based on the Bayes' theorem; Logistic Regression [Friedman et al. 1998 ], a generalized linear model to apply regression to categorical variables; and SVMs [Joachims 1998 ], which aims at maximizing (maximum margin) the minimum distance between two classes of data using a hyperplane that separates them.
Using a systematic sample extracted from the Middle East dataset, three annotators manually labelled 5,000 tweets into two classes, "Event" and "Non-Event," to create a training dataset. Event instances outnumber the non-event ones as the training set consisted of 1,900 Non-Event tweets and 3,100 event-related tweets. Agreement between our three annotators, measured using Cohen's kappa coefficient, was substantial (kappa = 0.807). A tenfold cross validation was used to train and test the classifiers. Table III shows a comparison of classifiers with unigram presence, which indicates that the Naive Bayes classifier produces the best results.
Online Clustering.
Following the classification output, we employed three more human annotators to manually label 1,600 clusters, randomly selected from the top-20 fastest-growing clusters according to hourly message volume at the end of each hour in October (800 clusters) and November (800 clusters) 2015. October data were used for training and refining the clustering algorithm, and November was used to test and evaluate the clustering output. The agreement between annotators was calculated using Cohen's kappa (kappa = 0.782), which indicates an acceptable level of agreement. For testing, we only used the clusters on which all annotators agreed (602).
Recall that our clustering algorithm presented in Section 4.4 relies on the Threshold τ . To tune the clustering threshold τ for a specific dataset, we run the clustering algorithm on a subset of labelled training data. We evaluate the algorithm's performance on the training data using a range of thresholds and identify the threshold setting that yields the highest-quality solution according to a given clustering quality metric (here we implement the f-measure). Threshold values for the online clustering algorithm were varied from 0.10 to 0.90 at graded increments of 0.05% with a total of 17 tests in order to find the best cutoff of τ = 0.45 (63 character difference). Figure 2 illustrates the F-measure scores for different thresholds where the best performing threshold τ = 0.45 seems to be reasonable because it allows some similarity between posts but does not allow them to be nearly identical.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , our proposed framework is effective and performs well both in the NDCG and Precision@K evaluation measures. In fact, our framework discovers many real-world events such as the refugee crisis and its implications, disasters and terrorist attacks (e.g., Paris attacks, Beirut bombings, etc.), the war against Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), as well as many other events and stories. Some large events identified by our system are shown in Table IV.
Feature Selection
To enhance the event detection system, we used feature selection to refine our model, focussing now on "disruptive events," which were selected from the human annotated clusters. We hypothesized that not all features are expected to lead to better system performance or contribute equally to improved machine classification and/or clustering accuracy.
For the clustering evaluation process, one of the annotators' tasks was to label or categorize the cluster based on the topic of the cluster as politics, finance, sport, entertainment, technology, culture, disruptive event, and other-event. The other-event category represents all other events that are not related to the above categories. Then we run a one-vs-all strategy using a Naive Bayes classifier where the disruptive event class is fitted against all the other classes in order to identify the performance of the disruptive event features. We investigate the discriminative power of the textual features, allowing us to remove the least-discriminative features to reduce the computational workload required to compute the results. The results are shown in Figure 5 , which illustrates the NDCG scores for each feature.
The near-duplicate measure, the favourite ratio and the positive sentiment ratio are the least-discriminative features, which suggest that they appear in all different types of posts, not only in disruptive events. The dictionary-based model, the retweet ratio, and Hashtag ratio are the most discriminative, suggesting that references to present time and references to descriptive terms (e.g., live, breaking etc.) are good discriminators. The retweet ratio suggests that other users pick up on event commentaries and propagate them further through the network. Linking content features such as Hashtags and URLs are also very predictive of events, suggesting that tweets reporting events provide evidence or further information (via Uniform Resource Locator (URL)) or are bound to an event and made more discoverable via a self-defined topic discriminator in form of a Hashtag.
Another important observation in Figure 5 is that the negative sentiment model outperforms the positive sentiment model in NDCG scores. Hence, negative sentiment posts have high adoption rate regarding reporting disruptive events. This is due to the fact that reporting disruptive events usually involves negative terms and sentiment. Another possible reason is that posts with negative sentiment are more likely to be retweeted, as shown in Hecht et al. [2011] , Ma et al. [2013] , and Thelwall et al. 2011] . Figure 6 compares the performance of various models: First, we use individual feature models: temporal, spatial, and textual (the textual model uses all the features from Figure 5 ). For the next model, we use a combination of all features. Finally, we use the temporal feature, the spatial feature, and only the most effective textual features from Figure 5 (above 0.25 in NDCG evaluation measure) to build our optimized model. The temporal feature model substantially outperforms spatial and textual models, obtaining a performance score of about 13.2% over textual features and about 38.7% on average compared with spatial features. Hence, the temporal feature is the most effective in detecting events. Using the textual feature model, we are still able to obtain a reasonable performance of, on average, 40% content about an event and provide situational awareness information about that event. However, it is emphatically not the case when using the spatial feature in isolation, thus leading to the conclusion that spatial features are weak indicators to be implement on their own.
A combination of all three features results in the best performance, because it gives the best of all three set of features with a much better performance, but further investigation by removing unnecessary textual features (such as near-duplicate measure, favourite ratio, mention ratio and the positive sentiment ratio) yields the best model performance (average 0.802 NDCG score). The number of small-scale events identified by our system differentiated by incident type is shown in Table V.
Case Study: Reading the Riots
In order to further validate our approach, we evaluated it against other leading approaches using the 2011 riots dataset. We used the model produced using the training set, which was evaluated in Section 6. We do not train specifically on the riots data; thus we are testing the generality of our model for a real-world example. Our evaluation is based on high-quality ground-truth data from public Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) reports. On August 4, Mark Duggan was shot in Tottenham by police officers. On the evening of August 6, following a peaceful protest march to a Tottenham police station, organised by the victim's friends and family, the first outbreaks of public disorder occurred. Then they quickly spread across London and to other cities in England, and the levels of crimes and offences increased dramatically, including looting, violence, burglary, arson, and other disorder-related offences, which makes this case study and our collected dataset ideal for large-scale event detection (riot) and smaller disruptive event detection-from small-scale looting incidents of local shops to one of the largest arsons in Europe [MPS 2012] . In terms of social media, the MPS is clear that its capability for using social media networks as engagement was in its infancy at that time [MPS 2012] .
We compare the output of our framework with similar existing methods, namely Spatial LDA [Pan and Mitra 2011] , unsupervised [Becker et al. 2011a] , and [Zubiaga et al. 2012] methods. Spatial LDA [Pan and Mitra 2011] combines an LDA model [Blei et al. 2003 ] with temporal segmentation and spatial clustering. Becker et al. [2011a] use an unsupervised clustering technique to group topically similar tweets together and computed features (temporal, social, topical, and Twitter-specific) that can be used to train a classifier to distinguish between event and non-event clusters. Zubiaga et al. [2012] explores the real-time summarization of scheduled events using a two-step system: (i) sub-event detection and (ii) tweet selection. The first step is based on peaks detection (reflected as peaks in the histogram of tweeting rates) with an enhancement of two ideas: the sudden increase in the tweeting rate and the outlier detection. The tweet selection step selects a representative tweet after ranking all tweets that were sent during the sub-event. They use the Kullback-Leibler divergence weighting scheme for the tweet ranking.
All three methods have successfully been applied to event detection, and thus we aim to outperform these using our proposed temporal TF-IDF and online clustering algorithms. Table VI presents the performance of the comparative experiments in terms of the number of real-world events (as reported to MPS) detected, system Precision, system Recall, and the F-measure. Precision is defined as the fraction of the retrieved documents that are relevant. Recall is defined as the fraction of the relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents should have been returned, and the F-measure is defined as a harmonized mean of precision and recall [Weng and Lee 2011; Schulz et al. 2015; Pan and Mitra 2011; Becker et al. 2011a According to Table VI, our proposed methodology is effective and outperforms other approaches. This is the case even though the topics in the Riots 2011 dataset are about disruptive events described by a diverse vocabulary and often comprising relatively few posts per incident. The MPS did not include car accidents and vehicle damages related to the riots, and, hence, we could not compute the recall measure. However, the number of events detected indicate that our framework is able to detect 4 times more real-world incidents compared to Spatial LDA and at least twice as good as Becker et al.
We offer the following explanation as to how the systems we tested could be impaired: First, not all events reported in the MPS report using traditional intelligence are reported in social media and vice versa. Second, the Twitter API only allows 1% of the total number of tweets for researchers, which means that we fail to report the 99% of online conversations. Conversely, 1% is in fact a huge corpus of tweets per day for sampling and researching purposes but, however, not enough to cover all disruptive events reported. The presence of rumours and false information during the 2011 England riots and generally during emergencies and disasters is another issue and effects the reported results negatively. The detection of rumours in social media is beyond the scope of this article and is reserved for future work. By studying the lifecycle of several rumours as well as by investigating the propagation, we may be able to effectively identify social media rumours.
In addition, classification after clustering has a crucial impact on performance in terms of quality, especially with moving time windows. Many of the small clusters are filtered out, since they do not exceed the predefined thresholds and are considered non-relevant events (noise). This eliminates many of them together with noise, which confuses the scoring and ranking of event detection. This explains why the Becker et al. approach performance is smaller than ours. The results in Table VI also show that the Spatial LDA approach outperforms the Becker et al. system only in larger events, such as fire incidents. However, it fails to achieve such results in other cases due to the fact that tweets are short, and a collection of tweets per hour may contain many more topics in multiple small-scale cases such as car accidents or small group protests. The approache in Zubiaga et al. [2012] and similar systems like those in Shen et al. [2013] and Yajuan et al. [2012] are limited to scheduled events such as soccer games; they also require the starting time in order for the system to start looking for new sub-events. This explains why the performance of the Zubiaga et al. approach is worse than the results reported in this article.
Visualisations are arguably well suited to displaying real-time disruptive events sensed from social streams. We visualize the real-time output from our system alongside the post-event visualisation provided by MPS in their public report [MPS 2012] in Figure 7 . For space limitation, we only present results of the Enfield borough, although the MPS report [MPS 2012 ] presents the results for three case studies (Enfield, Croydon, and Wandsworth). As can be seen from Figure 7 , most of the disruptive events, including looting, arson, violence, and so on, have been successfully identified and monitored in real time and in some cases our system provides information ahead of traditional intelligence. Furthermore, Table VII present the time difference between the disruptive incidents being identified by our framework and the corresponding police information. The columns show the time of the events being discovered by the summarization of our system, the time of the intelligence that was reported by officials, and how much Twitter leads police intelligence. Entries marked in bold occur first.
From Table VII , we observe that Twitter information extracted by our system leads police sources most of the time, and police sources lead only twice and by 10min in both cases. The delay can result from the time for posting a tweet by a user, the time to index the post in Twitter servers, and the time to make queries by our system. In fact, our system detected all of the disruptive events that were reported by officials far faster than them, on average 23 mins. The task of identifying accurate intelligence during the disorder is much more valuable if it is received in real time to enable decision makers to move ahead of such events. These results support the hypothesis that information extracted from social media can be used effectively as a valuable additional source of intelligence as well as to bridge that gap between the use of "big data" and modern policing in order to maintain situational awareness and enhance public safety and decision making.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have presented an integrated framework for detecting real-world events, both large and small, using the Internet-enabled social networking site Twitter. Event detection was performed in several stages: data collection, preprocessing, classification, clustering, and summarization. We have also presented several experiments on various features and show how they can be implemented to discriminatively distinguish between events, particularly disruptive events. The results indicate that it is not adequate to consider temporal, spatial, or content-based aspects in isolation.
Rather, a combination of features covering all these aspects leads to a robust system that encourages the best event detection results. Extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework using large real-world datasets. Our experiments suggest that our framework yields better performance than many leading approaches in real-time event detection, and using a real-world ground truth published by the MPS after the 2011 riots in England, we showed our system to detect events far quicker than they were reported to MPS. These promising results do not necessarily enable us to "predict a riot" but can provide actionable insights before they were received during the events. There are many directions for future work. One of the main directions is to improve the location detection and disambiguation process for small-scale events. Another direction is to consider more features in the context of event discovery such as social network features (community influence detection), visual features (images and video), and semantic features. We intend to further evaluate the summarization output to not only map onto real events but to provide qualitatively useful output for decision making. Finally, the detection of rumors in the social media, the analysis of the distinctive characteristics of rumors, and the way in which they propagate in the microblogging communities will be addressed in the future. Spammer detection in various online social networking platforms is another interesting task that is reserved for future work.
